We consider a system of m linearly independent equality constraints in n nonnegative variables: A x = b, x >= O. The fundamental problem that we discuss is the following: suppose we are given a set of r linearly independent column vectors of A, known as the special column vectors.
Introduction

We consider the system o f linear equality constraints in nonnegative variables
where A is a matrix o f order m × n, b a c o l u m n vector of order m × 1, and x, the c o l u m n vector of variables, is o f order n × 1. Without any loss of generality we assume that A has rank m and t h a t n > m.
If D is any matrix we will denote by D 7. the j-th column vector of D.
A basis for (1) is any square nonsingular submatrix B of A, of order m X m. A basis B is said to be a feasible basis for (l), (2) ifB-ib >_-0. A basis which is not feasible is said to be an infeasible basis for (1) .
While Thus B is a feasible basis for (1), (2) if the basic solution of (1)corresponding to the basis B also satisfies the nonnegativity constraints (2).
1.2. Suppose we are given a subset of r linearly independent column vectors of A, say A.1, -.., A.r, which are known as the special column vectors. The variables, x I ..... x r, in (1) associated with them are known as the special variables. The problem that we will consider is that of developing an efficient algorithm to settle whether there exists a feasible basis for (1) which contains all the special column vectors and to find such a basis if one exists.
1.3. The total number of bases for (1) which contain all the special column vectors is __< (n-r)!/[(m-r)! (n-m)!]. So the problem posed in 1.2 can be solved in a finite number of steps by checking for feasibility every one of the bases which contain all the special column vectors. However this method is not practicable unless n -m and m -r are very small, as otherwise, the computational effort for doing this becomes prohibitive. As a justification for calling this a fundamental problem, we now show that given a travelling salesman problem and a real number/3, the problem of finding a tour of the salesman whose total cost is =</3, if such tours exist, or proving that the total cost corresponding to every possible tour is > /3, can be formulated as a problem of the type posed in 1.2. We also discuss some other applications for an algorithm for solving a problem of the type posed in 1.2.
2. Application to the travelling salesman and other problems 2.1. The well-known travelling salesman problem may be stated as follows. We are given a set of N cities, N >_-2. Ci/, the cost of travelling from city i to city j, is given for all i v~ j. A salesman wishes to start from some city, visit each of the remaining cities in the set once and only once and at the end return to the city he started from. The problem is to determine the optimal order for visiting the cities. 
where (i 1 .... ,/N) is a permutation of 1, 2 .... ,N . Such an order of visiting the cities is known as a tour covering the cities 1, 2 ..... Ni We will use the brief term "tour" to indicate "a tour covering the cities 1, 2, ..., N" and we will use the letter "t" to denote tours. If F is a proper subset of the set of cities 1, 2, ...,N whose cardinality is at least two, then any tour covering only the cities in the subset F will be known as a "subtour covering the subset of cities F" or just as a "subtour". 
Because of the cyclic nature of the tour, the starting city is immaterial. Thus there are (N-1)! tours and the problem is to develop an algorithm for finding the minimal cost tour efficiently. 
The matrix X corresponding to any tour t as defined by (5) is a special kind of permutation matrix known as a cyclic permutation matrix. The cost corresponding to the tour represented by the cyclic permutation matrix X is
2.4. In general any square matrix of order N X N which consists of a single nonzero entry equal to 1 in each of its rows' and columns is known as a permutation matrix or an assignment of order N. Since we only deal with assignments of order N here, we will refer to them briefly as just assignments.
All the assignments are the extreme points of the set of all feasible solutions to the system of constraints
xi] >= 0 for all i, ] (7) (8) and conversely every basic feasible solution of (7), (8)is an assignment [5] . The set of all feasible solutions to (7), (8) 2.5. Since the travelling salesman problem requires that the salesman should visit each city once and only once, the cells of the form (i, i) in the cyclic permutation matrix corresponding to any tour would always contain a zero entry.
Thus when dealing with the travelling salesman problem we can define the diagonal entries Cii in the cost matrix arbitrarily and this will not affect our problem of the validity of equation (6) for tours. We let Cii = 6 for i = 1 to N where 6 is a sufficiently large positive number to be determined later on. Then C = (Cij) is known as the cost matrix for the travelling salesman problem.
2.6. Without any loss of generality we assume that all Ci! >~ O, since the set of optimal tours to the travelling salesman problem remains unchanged if we add an arbitrary constant to each element in a row or column of the cost matrix C. So C ~ 0. A non-tour is an assignment which is nora tour and which has no self-loops. In other words it is an assignment without any unit entries among the diagonal ceils, whose unit cells constitute at least two subtours.
We will now show that the travelling salesman problem can be solved by solving a problem of the type discussed in section 1.2. For this we will use the results in [9] . This is Theorem 1 in [9] and it follows easily from 2.8. This theorem is also a corollary of a theorem of Heller [8] . Let/5 be any real number less than the cost of some tour. Consider the system of constraints N xij=l,
obtained by adding the new constraint
to (7) (9), the rank of the set of column vectors corrgsponding to these variables in (9) must be 2N. Hence the rank of the set of column vectors of the same variables in (7) must be (2N -1). This implies by Lemma 2.8 that if { (il, Ja ), "", (iN, iN)} is an assignment, then it must be a tour.
By Theorem 4.1 of [10] every basic feasible solution of (9), (10) must either be a basic feasible solution of (7) lying on the hyperplane This implies that /5 is a convex combination of z(a 1) and z(az). We selected/3 to be less than the cost of some tour and 6 = Cii for any i, to be much larger than the sum of the N largest numbers among the Ci] ->_-O, i~j.
If both the assignments a 1 and a 2 contained at least one diagonal cell, then both z(a I ) >__ 6 and z(a 2) >~ 6. This implies that/3 cannot be a convex combination of z(a 1) and z(a 2) since/3 < 6. So at least one of the assignments a 1 or a 2 must not contain any diagonal cells and its cost must be </3. This implies that the assignment must be {(il, Jl ) ..... (9), (10) have a feasible basis which contains all these special column vectors as basic column vectors if and only if there exists a tour whose cost is <_-/3. Also in any such basis, the remaining variables (excluding the special ones which are the diagonal variables xii , i = 1 to N) provide the tour whose cost is <__/3.
Thus we have transformed the problem of finding a tour with cost <~/5 into a problem of the type 1.2. So the algorithm for problems of the type 1.2 can be used to find a tour of cost <=/3, if one exists.
By reducing the value of/5 successively and applying the algorithm, we can generate tours whose cost decreases. We terminate when the minimal cost tour is obtained.
Applications in integer programming.
Recently Cabot and Hurter [4] Glover [6] and Raghavachari [12] have discussed algorithms for integer programming problems which require the solving of several problems of the type posed in 1.2. So an efficient algorithm for solving problems of the type posed in 1.2 will have applications in integer programming as well.
3. Algorithm for solving the fundamental problem 3.1. We again consider the system
where A is a matrix of order m X n and rank m. The variables xl ..... Xr are the specified special variables and we know that {A. 1 ..... A.r} is a linearly independent set. A feasible basis for (1), (2) which contains all the special column vectors as basic column vectors will be known as a desired basis. We wish to either conclude that no desired basis exists or to find one if it does. In this section we let [" = {1 .. 
and if it so happens that (~1 .... , ar) >= 0, then every basis for (1) containing all the special column vectors is a desired basis and we are done.
(ii) If (12) holds but (~1, -", ~r) ~-0, then obviously no desired basis exists.
(iii) Suppose b does not lie in the subspace spanned by {A. 1 .... , A.r}. In this case we continue. 
By our assumption in (iii) of 3.1, at least one of the bi for r + 1 <_-i <__ rn is nonzero. Let L be the number of subsets which are in the class 0 already.
Since the current basis B is assumed to be infeasible to (1), (2), there must be at least one i such that bi < 0. For each i between 1 and rn, such that b i < 0, let
For each i such that r + 1 <-i <_ rn and b-i > 0 let
From (13) it is clear that every feasible basis B* for (1), (2) must satisfy u(B*) n CL+i 4~ ~ for each of the subsets defined in (14) , (15). So we augment the class 0 by adding all the subsets of the form cL÷ i obtained in (14) and (15), to it.
3.4. By our assumption, the current basis B is not feasible to (1) and (2) . So at the end of 3.3 we would have augmented 0 by at least one subset of the form CL+ i defined in (14) . From (13) we notice that v(B) has an empty intersection with any subset of the form cL+ i defined in (14) . Once we include a subset of the form cL+ i in the class 0 it remains there till the end. Also every basis B for (1) that we will consider later on will be required to satisfy v(B) n Cp 4= ~ for all Cp ~ 0 at that stage. Hence the current basis can never appear later on in the course of the algorithm.
3.5. Now find a minimum cardinality subset E of P = {1, ..., n } which has a nonempty intersection with each subset of P in the class 0 at this stage. This is equivalent the familiar set covering problem for which various algorithm are discussed in [ 1, 2, 3, 11, 13, 14] . The subset ce is also easily obtained when we check the linear dependence of AE by pivotal operations. Obviously if/~ is any basis for (1), then we must have u(/}) nce 4= 0. So we augment the class 0 by adding the subset ce to it and then go back to 3.5 to find a minimum cardinality subset of P which has a nonempty intersection with every subset in the class 0 at this stage.
On the other hand, if A E is linearly independent, then we obtain a basis for (1) containing A~. (If cardinality of E is m, then Ae is itself a basis. Otherwise, A L. is a partial basis and we obtain a basis by completing it, by pivotal operations.) We treat this basis as the new current basis and we repeat the same process with this new basis by going back to 3.3.
3.7.
A subset E of P obtained in 3.5 cannot appear in any stage later on when we execute the step 3.5 again because of the arguments in 3.6 and 3.4.
Since there are only a finite number of subsets of F and a finite number of bases of (1) all of which contain the special column vectors A.1, ..., A. r as basic column vectors, the algorithm must terminate in a finite number of steps with either a desired basis or the conclusion that no desired basis exists when (i) of 3.6 is satisfied at some stage.
The efficiency of this algorithm depends on the efficiency with which the set covering problems encountered in the course of the algorithm can be solved and other things such as the number of set covering problems encountered. Limited computational experience with small problems seems to indicate that the number of set covering problems encountered before termination tends to be very small.
